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Improved search makes it easy to find the right online parts manual 
 

 

Nordco has introduced a major enhancement that makes it easier than ever to search for maintenance-of-way machine 
parts manuals at www.nordco.com.  Previously manuals were searchable by machine type and serial number range.   The 
new capabilities mirror the rest of the Nordco website, making it possible to to quickly drill down and locate the information 
you need.  Drop down menus list available choices, which are automatically modified based on your previous selections in 
each category.  Manuals are found in the maintenance-of-way PARTS section and are available for all current production   
machines as well 
as most older models.   
 
 

 

 

The website will return a selection of documents 
based on your search criteria. 

Search for manuals by keyword, major product categories, machine type and model, serial number range and manual part number.   

 

 
 

Featured Exchange and Rebuilt Component:    

RPI Workhead 
 
 
 
 

Part number: 90720001 
 

Machine:  RPI Ride-On Plate Inserter, all serial numbers 
 

What it does: The RPI Workhead is the key working component 
on the machine.  It lifts the rail and positions the 
plate.  The RPI Workhead is a complete, ready-to-
install unit that includes all necessary mechanical 
and hydraulic components.  This assembly includes 
two workheads, one for each side of the machine.  
Workhead exchange for just one side of the 
machine is also available, part number 90720002. 

  

   

 

 

NORDCO EXCHANGE  
COMPONENT PROGRAM 

Send in your worn-out unit, and 
Nordco sends you a completely 
upgraded, like-new component with a 
full factory warranty.  Wide selection 
of exchange components available 
for multiple machines.  Contact 
Nordco for more information.   

 
 

REPAIR & MAINTAIN 
MACHINE 

90720001 RPI Workhead Exchange.  Pictured 
is the right-hand workhead; the assembly also 
includes a left-hand unit to outfit one machine. Nordco RPI. 
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Featured Rebuilt Component: 

Jackson 6700 Workhead Assembly 
 

Part number:  J20000735 
 
 

Used with: Jackson 6700 Tamper 
 
 

What it does: Set of four remanufactured Jackson 6700 workheads, 
complete and ready to bolt on to the machine.  
Repainted, incorporates all required preassembled 
mechanical and hydraulic components, including new 
vibrator motors. 
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J20000735 Jackson 6700 
Workhead Assembly. 

 

 

 

 

Featured Machine:  BAAM Anchor Applicator 
 

This year the Nordco Equipment Services Bulletin will periodically feature a selection 
of repair and upgrade kits and exchange components for a particular machine.  This 
month we highlight some of the offerings for the BAAM Bulk Automatic Anchor 
Machine.  This is only a sampling.  Contact Nordco Parts for a complete list of 
available parts and kits for your application, or check out our easy-to-search website 
at www.nordco.com. 
 
 
 

90690124   BAAM Workhead Exchange Assembly:  Complete 
workhead replacement package.  Includes all required 
mechanical and hydraulic components and workhead frame. 
 

98690037   Anchor Holder Maintenance Kit:  Selection of parts 
frequently used to repair and maintain Unit 5 Anchor Tooling. 
 

96690251   BAAM Window Guard Assembly:   Guard 
attaches to rear of cab.  In “up” position it protects the rear 
window from debris, in “down” position it acts as a sturdy 
platform for service people to access the top of the cab.  Also includes handrail to 
mount above rear window. 
 

98690014 Crossing Alarm Switch Kit:  Helps prevent 
damage to the workhead by providing an audio and visual 
alarm to the machine operator when approaching crossings.  
Limit switches mount on front and back of machine for operation in either direction.   
 
 

  

 

 

96690251 BAAM 
Window Guard Assembly 
installed on machine, in 
up position. 

 
 

IMPROVE MACHINE 
PRODUCTIVITY 

 
 

REPAIR & MAINTAIN 
MACHINE 

Nordco BAAM. 

90690124 BAAM Workhead 
Exchange Assembly, also 
includes frame with hydraulic 
components. 

98690037 Anchor Holder Maintenance Kit.   
 

MOUNTING BRACKET 

 

LIMIT SWITCH 

 

LIMIT SWITCH LEVER 

98690014 Crossing Alarm Switch Kit 
installed on one side of machine. 

 
 

IMPROVE MACHINE 
PRODUCTIVITY 

 
 

PREVENTATIVE 
MAINTENANCE 

 
 

REPAIR & MAINTAIN 
MACHINE 

 

INCLUDES HANDRAIL 


